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IWENTY-SECOND HEETING OF TIE PAHO ADVISORY COKMITTEE ON
MEDICAL RESEARCH

Report to the Director

INAUGURAL SESSION

Dr. Bernando Groot presided at the Twcnrty-Second Heetin 8 of the
PAlO Advisory Committee on ledical Raaearch. In hl opening remarks he
paid speclal tribute to br, Soberón, Hinirter of iealth and the Govern-
ment of Haxico lor being huats to the moeeting nd pledged the aupport of
tlis Coamitte Lo Dr. Nacado is the nlew Director of PAIlO, le aino welcomed
thl cew oambera of tle. Comolttre and pointed out the responsibllity which
they and the other acabars haid tu help PAIrO In proouting research 4a an
lnstrusa.nt for loproving tlhe mattisactory development of tle health
Syhtoms of the Reglon.

Dr. CrlIyl (;ourre doe acedu, Director uf PAIAI addresied the
*etingl, tirst welcoming bth new members ol the Comittee end then paytng
a speclal tribute to Dr. roberon fur hbl leadership in health, education
and research in Nealco. It was tIhe farl time thait the ACk vwas meeting
in }exlco and thris as duo primrlly to the kind olflces ol Dr. Sobaron
who lsuQed the invitation to the Director and the Comaittee.

br. kacedo then relerred to thi basic tiic-en which he liad proposed
that bth Organiaation rhould lollow In accomplishinga It alsalon of
coopraeting with the governaents in molving the Region's health problema.
The first theme vas the management of knowledge, which embraced ita gene-
ration, collection, enalysl,. eveluation and flnally the transforuation
of that knolwedi, Into concrete actions. These dctiona should be dpplied
et the level of the countries dnd this prees could be strengthened
throuth observing the second theme or principle, i.e. the sobilliation of
íntiounl resources vhich nilht be used not only vithin thb lndividual
country but, ln tbhe sprit of international cooparatlon, aito li other
countries ot thbe lioa. Thie intercountry cooperation ln health vas one
of the ancoures which could be employed to overcome the varlous phlloso-
phical, politicel cnd cultural differences which existed between countries
and could be a true bridge of understandlng between people, tbus contribu-
ting to tbh establisbmant of solidarity *nd peace. ose.arch, and sclence
lenera1ly, vere *esential to this proceso of cnagling kuowled¡e srid
zobilliing national financial ond hbuan resources.

Dr. aceado reaffIrumd the coiltenart of PAltO to prooltins rescarch
and scientific eclivities la spite of the current %llitatione of re-
sources, and the equally important lliitation of the political and insti-
tutional capacities availebie,. bowver, such limitations vould cause c
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more precise definition of the stratagtem to be followed In order to
achileve an even greater degree ot productvlity. PAhiO >wt.4 be seeking to
concentrate its eftorts on selected areas and would be posltive in
promoting research activities at the level of the countrles rdther than
being a passive recipient of Individual research proposals. Institutional
development end support wuuld be a key telture of PA}tO's rebearch policy.

Dr. Macedo referred tu tlhe new structure of tihe PAHCO secretariat
anid the fact that the re.pontilbilitll te lor promoting restearchl would be at
the level of the techlnical progrXnm. Wlth respect to the priority areas
to be promtoteo, these would depenr ri ) art onr the program of cooperation
as detined by the countrtes. ltwvewver, wthiL n these, there should be
emphasts on epidemiolohy, muolecultr biology, immunoloby and research
related to the polcles# uf regiontl.tl progratits to nupply essential drugs.

Finally, reference ,h tt mde to the need tor the ACMIR to see
ttelt as wvorking continuously und nut limiting lis efforta to a single

meetinl a*nd the productlin ol i ttfinl report. The selection of the
membershttp would facilitate tils process: tihere would be wlder geogra-
phical and functional repretentatlon.

Dr. (uillermo Sober6n, Secretario de Salubridad y Asistencia,
formally declarad tle mueeting open. In his dual capacity as Minister and
mateber of the Advltory Commilttee oun Medicdl Research, he welcomed the
mermbera and made realerunce to eome of tlle new Initiatives which his
Goverriment ind bet tLaking. I'he vdrlous hcalth agencies ihad all been
brought to8ether under tile coordination of the Mlnidtry of Hesilth and tihe
national development plan hiad placed health as a priority of the govern-
ment, Th vwa onu te ethod of titriving to achieve a more egalitarian
*ocIety. Ilil eflurta of the governrment in health were based on three
amin *trateicle -,ectorilatiot, decentralization ai.d modernization.

nThe ai was to consolidate a national health system which would
Increase coveryae, raísa the quality of the health services, put in place
a modl, ol core arranaed according to levele and at the same time regiona-
lIed, and lmpact on the demographic development of the country and the
problema ot the environment. Reference vas made to studies done on
research in Mexico which showed the emphasis on basic biomedical research
with leas attention to the development of socio-medical research.

Ihe establishment of the Coordination of the National Institutes
of Isalth was ona of the measures of coordination and organization which
was relatad to health research. This would bring together several of the
speclialted institutes and facilitate a sharing of resources and expe-
rlanc' nla order to introduce some of the new fields of research needed
In >exlco. The government was also seeking to strengthen the ties between
the educational and health institutions in training researchere and
carrytng out research projects. ,
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Dr. Sober6n ended by referring to the stimulus and collaboration
of PAliO and the deliberations of the ACMR which could contribute to the
progrese of health research in Mexico.

Plenary Sessions

1. Health Services Research

Dr. Jorge Oauna (PAItO) Introduced the toplc ot iesalth Services
Research (IlSR) in the context of the requIrements of primary health care
and the techniques which would become necessdry. lIsalth Services ReHearch
was seen as the search for tie integration between Cthe needs mnid demands
of health, the ecientific and techtiological system fi¡nd tlhe baslc nfrfa-
structuro which would support tihe system.

The needs and demands for health could be obtainud from several
sources and could be determined as prioritien In the epidemiological
sense on the basis of such variables a pírevalence, incidence, severity
and treatability of tile health problems whici arine. Tile needs and
demanas should take account of the hocifil and ecolugical characteristics
of the populations. It was becomlin evident tliiLt Clie uervicca .hould be
organized in program groupb rather thmin fln I.ulilted activities.

Research on the technolloliua wta critical In order to identify
what was available, as well as to develop or adapt appropriate onei. The
health services infrastructure with Ite institutional and community
rebources should respond to neued and demainda and the services in this
infrastructure must be organizeud according to levels of complexity.
Research in this area must focus on a wide vat lety of iasues ranging from
administrative to educational and legal, but primarily mubt define the
types of changes that will have to be made in the health services system
to facilitate reaching the goal of liCalti for All.

Dr. Rodrigo Cuerrero (Colombia) described the progress of iSR in
Colombia, especlally the activlties vhich followed the "Study of Human
Kesources for liealth and Hadical Education" iin 1964. This study iden-
tified the country's mort pressing health problema and the resources
available for tackling them. The establishment of the Department of
Research in the Ministry of ltcalth in 1974 was another landmark. The
Experimental Study of Itealth Services in Colombia was another important
atudy which further defined the kinds of training programs necessary to
implement the health policies and plans decided upon as a result of prior
research. PRIDOPS, which la a model for the delivery of maternal and
child care, grew out of the experimental Ctudy of health services and has
been successfully transferred to other parts of the country.
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Another practical type of HSR Is the Program of lesearch In
Slmplifled Surgery which has &ought to make surgical care more productive
and cheaper. Other studies on the practical appllcr.tlotn of HSR In
Colombia were also described and the proof of the success in this field
li the number of groups in universities, health services and governrment
agencies which are conducting studies on hSR and using the resulta to
address the problem of providing more and better health cdre to a greater
number of persons.

Dr. Manuel Ruiz de Chfvez (Mexico) outlined the growth of health
services research activities in Mexico, showing that tle thrust tor devel-
opment of activities in this field had arlben out of recommendations for-
mulated in meetings held in 1978 and 1979 under the auspices of CONACYT,
the SecretarIa de Salubridad y Asistencia aind tlie Unilversldad AuL6noma de
M4xico. Two studies had keen carried out In Mexico, which ithowed that
only 3% of the research being done was in healtll services resecarch and
only 15% of publications dealt with the field. Another Interesting
aspect of those studies was the demonstration that only 112 of authors of
scientific publications came from the interior of tihe country: this
shows the degree of centrallzation of rcsearclh on hIealth servlces.

Special attention was being giveni to training of health services
researchers through programs and coursesa of study and providing funda for
this research.

The -present health administratlorn n Mexico saw health services

research as one of the tools which would implement itt thirce general
strategies of sectorization, decentralization and modernization. Among
the linea of actionis which are being developed are efforts to identify
precisely the health problema and areas of Interest for the national
health systems in order to atimulate development of speciflc programs
vhich can promote institutional and professional research links and
stimulate training.

Dr. Gerald Rosenthal (PAtHO) amplified the former presentation by
describing the growth of the concept that HSR was an important tool for
planning and evaluation. The most recent slgnificant events were the
establishment by CONACYT of an advisory subcommittee on HSR as part of
the Subcommittee on Health Research. A project Mexico-8900 had been
created to peralit PAHO cooperation with the national activities and
several examples of PAlO cooperative activities were given.

The Co=mittee noted the need to make use of results from existing

research before commissioning yet further research on health ser,.rices
lnfrastructure.
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The polnt vas raised that in the dellvery of maternal and child
health care, inappropriate technology, including drug usage and coaplex
procedures, was being introduced. This has resulted in increased cost of
care ana in some cases had lowered the quality of medical care. Countries
are now finding it difficult to maintain some of their health institutions
because of the high and increasins cost of supporting technology which
has proven to be inappropriate.

Stress was laid on the desirability of linking health and educa-
tion as has taken place in Colombia. Tis occurred through ensuring that
both health and education participated frow the beginning In project
development and implementation.

2. Health Research Management

Eng. Jorge Ortiz (PAlIO) introduced the topic and described the
background against which PAtiO has initiated a program in this area. nle
Pan American Conference on Iiealth Research Policies which had been the
culmination of a series of national and regional conferences had indicated
the need for competence in the fleld of research management. The research
management functions which are necessary include research promotion and
development as well as research planning, control and evaluation. Based
on these needs, the topics which should be covered in any training in this
field include the relationship between reuearch and national development,
problema related to policy, information use and exchange, planning and
evaluation, as well as basic management tectiniques such as network ana-
lysis and program planning. An exploratory diagnostic study vas carried
out in three countries and this confirnimed both the interest in and the
need for programmed activities in research management. A vorking group
had defined the activities to be carried out and the activities which
have begun include a Regional Seminar on Research Management and national
activities which have begun in Brazil and are planned for Argentina and
Peru. The first Regional Seminar was directed towvarda presidents of
Research Councils whereas other seminars will be focusing on directora of
research institutes and managers of control programs. The whole program
in research management ls being Jointly aponsored by PAHO and the
Tropical Diseases Research Program and the first Regional Seminar also
had the cosponsorship of the Fogarty International Center of the National
Institutes of Health of the United States.

The suggestion was made that countries should adopt the recom-
mendationa of the Pan American Conference on lealth Research Policies,
held in Caracas, Venezuela, April 1982, to establish national health
research policies.
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Dr. Patrica Rosenfleld (WltO) expressed appreciatlon of the

collaboration established between PAHO and the Special Progra=me for

REsearch and Training in Tropical Diseases (TDR) on health research
management and looked forvard to an expansion of this collaboration and

cooperation.

The Committee endoraed the activities which had been carried out

in thls Programme and noted with appreciation the published proceedinga
of the Caracas Conference.

3. W}IO Collaborating Centers

br. Gabriel Schmul¶is (PAhO) described the procesa of designation

and the functioning of the WO1 Collaborating Centers in the Region of the

Americas. A collabordting center was usually an institutliot, a laboratory

or department which was desfi'nated on the basis of scientific, technical,

administrative and educational capability. Proposals for designation

could arise at one of many levels, but ultimately the designation involved

agreement by national and W11O personnel on a plan of work and formal

acceptance by the governmerit before the Director-General gave his
approval.

There vere 167 Wh0 Collaborating Centers in the Reglion with 113
in the USA and Canada and 54 in 11 Latin American countries. lliere vere

centers relating to every one of PAIHO's technlcal program areas with the

majority being related to the health of adults.

A survey had been carried out of the Centera in the Region and

the resulta vere presented in brief. There was considerdble contact with
W10O/PAhO and person&nel from the centers had been involved in several WHO

and PAliO meetings. The training courses had involved several hundred

nationals and foreignera and the majority of the Centera provided research

training in their apecial field of activity. The activities of the

Centero vere described by country.

The system of Collaborating Centers is a valuable tool for

increasing the capacity of the Organization to carry out its activities

at the level of the countries. Direct financial support ls useful but

not critical for establishing and maintaining an effective network of
centers, but the responsibility lies vlth the technical programs for

making maximum use of the potential in centers indivldually or as parts

of a network.

The Comilttee discussed this item fully. The question was posed

whether iunstitutions had increased their scientiflc productivity following
their designation as WHO Collaborating Centers, but there were insuffi-

cient data to supply an answer. The focus of discussion vas the
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usefulness of the program and whether it should be expanded or modified.
Concern vas expressed over repetitive redesignation of institutiona as
Collaborating Centers althcugh such a policy provided a stable financial
framevork vhich vas important to these institutions. New centers vere
needed (posslbly wlith different criteria for selection) to conduct
research in tropical diseases, molecular biology and lmmunology and
environmental health. PAHO/WNHO should consider the establishment of
supra-national centers similar to those in Europe concerned with atomic
energy and molecular biology and the networking of existing and new
centera to maximize resources and avoid unnecessary duplication of effort.
There was concern about the procedures folloved, but the Committee vas
informed that institutiona could be designated Natlonal Centers without
having to go through the lengthy steps involved in designation of WliO
CollasLrating Centers.

It vas noted tl.,: the original policy of the program was that
institutions vere designated as centers to collaborate wlth WIiO, although
latterly centers were being established primarily to meet the needs of
the Region. Further, the distribution of centers, which now favored
North America, vas being adjusted so tlhat more centers would be based in
Latín Ameríca.

4. Migration and Htealth

Dr. Patricia Rosenfleld (W(10) introduced the topic by giving an
overview of the global research needs for health and population movements
generally. The types of population movements were described in terms of
space and time and a general account was given of several projects which
were underway relating migratlon to the major tropical diseases. The main
areas of inquiry which vere being developed were in relation to social,
economic, environmental, medical and operatiot.al issues. The majorlty of
studies vhlch had been carried out so far had not permitted any general
conclusiona to be dravn or firm recommendations to be made to ministries
of health. The ultimate objective nf all of these studies, however, was
to assiat in the design of more apprcoriate control methods.

Dr. Francisco L6pez-Antufano and Dr. Juan César CGarca (PARIO)
described what was occurring in Latín America with respect to research on
the relation between migration and health with special reference to
malaria. Some aspects of the migratory process itself have to be studied
apart from those included in the traditional definition of migration in
terme of apace and time. Research on the transmission status of tropical
disease8 requires analysis of tche biological as well as the natural and
s;:' ocial' factors. The biolo gical factors must be recognized, but both

::the8e 'and the natural or ecological factora are a product of, or
intiMately 'dependent on the social factors. The description of diseases
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in terms of niches or focí was being used In the "regional' epidemiolo-
gical approach to research on migration and tropical diseases.

Arlicultural production vas used as one example of how tropical
diseases vere influenced by social production modes. Agrlcultural
production was heterogenous in Latín Anerica, varying according to the
type of product, the type of ownership and the nature of worker employ-
ment. The last, in terms of morbidity, vas the most Important point to
be studied. khen attention was focussed on malaria, it became clear that
atudies had to be place asecífic, In order to accomrodate heterogeneity
of situations which existed, but it vas astll important to retain enough
colmonalty of design to facilitate the comparative aspect of the research
which was being planned in this field.

PA}IO had convened a working group which had designed a protocol
for common use. belize, Brazil, Colombia, Dominican Republic, }lti and
Nicaragua had been chosen tor the studies, and the differences and
similarities betveen thcse sites were described. It was also important
to recognize that PAIO vas ideally suited to promote these types of
comparative studies.

Dr. José hNjera (WiHO) introeuced some considerations on the
effects of migration on epidemiology of disease. Some aspects of the
discipline of epidemiology had indeed arisen because of the real or
supposed effects of migration. Sanitary policy in the quarantinr.e
services and the health services for military personnel were given as
examples of how migration had influenced or helped to create epidemio-
logical awareness. Studies on the epidemiology of disease in general
vere taking more account of migration and the effect of the cohesive
social forces on the drive to migrate. Essentially, however, all
migratory processes affect possibilities of disease control primarily by
influencing epidemiological risks both at the points of origin and
settlement of che immigrants as well as during transit. A better
understanding of the way these processes affect the epidemlology of
tropical diseases would particularly reduce or eliminate the use of
inadequate techniques for disease control. Perbaps more attention would
be paid to the ecological conditiona at the point of settlement and
authorities would be leass likely to focus exclusively on the immigrant
only at the point of origin or during the migratory process.

The Committee received the reports on this topic and agreed again
on the importance of this type of research, citing other geographical
areas and other' diseases apart from tropical diseases, which were being
influenced: by i'tration of people. However, vhile most studies looked
only at the :negative apsects of migration, note had to be taken of the
positive: aspects' in social terms.' The influence of migration on health
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in general Vas a good example of multidisciplinary research and the hete-
roXeneity of the studies described in terms of physical location and
conceptualizatlon could provide a useful model for atudies on other
diseases.

The Committee also noted thdt there were other dimensions to the
social aspects of disease transmiasion, i.e. the psychosocial aspects and
many of the phenomena described in relation to nigration both in terms of
cause and effect had their root in behavior and behavioral adaptation.

The studies being stdrted could in time be extended profitably to
other areas and perhaps focus leas on a specific disease entlty, but on
the problems of groups of people as a whole-problems which had been
conditioned by various aspects of the social process. The disciplines to
be involved in studying these problems were all part of the sciences whlch
were best described as bctidvioral. lhere vas agreement in the Committee
on the direction of these studies which had had their initiative in one of
the ACMR Subcommittees established three years ago to look at the way in
which PAltO could direct social science research towards hIelping to find
solutiona for disease control, especially in malaria.

5. Acute Respiratory Infections (ARI)

Dr. Floyd Denny (Northil Carolina) introduced the topic, pointing
out that acute respiretory tract infections were the most common afflic-
tion of man. Children usually suffered 6-8 upper respiratory infectiona
(URI) annually but it was the lover respiratory infections (LRI) which,
although they occurred with less frequency than UR1, were the major
contributors to mortality especially in children of the developing world.
Kespiracory viruses and H. pneumoniae were the most frequent causes of
LRI in the USA and longitudinal studies had defined the epidemiology of
these illnesses fairly well. The focus of research in the developing
countries had to be on similar or modified epidemiological studies,
paying attention to the accurate diagnosis of the etiological agentc.

Dr. Fabio Luelmo (PAhIO) described the activities which had been
taking place in the Region. The major strategy which had been adopted
included provision of materials for the countries, preparationa of norma
and guidelines for management, strengthening laboratory diagnostic capa-
bilities and promotion of research. PARO had prepared a basic background
document on the state of the problem and this would be distributed widely
in the Region. The research activities which were being promoted had
focused aoreon the' clinical and etlological:: aspects of ARI and. already
studies were in;..progreas or in the final planning stage in Barbados,
Brazll, Costa Rica, Panaia, Trinidad and .Uruuay.
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A regional course on ARI laboratory dlagnostic methods had been
held in the Dominican Republic. PAHO's main thrust ls to define a
strategy for a coordinated research and control effort and to promote the
relevant research vhich would lead to the implementation and evaluation
of strategies to be applied at the prlmary health care level. A biblio-
graphy on ARI is being developed. The results of the WHO/Technical
Advisory Group meeting in Geneva were also reported. Thls group concluded
that sufficient information exists to permit the implementation of
national control programs.

Reference was also made to a workship on acute respi.ratory
diseases among the children of the world which had been jointly sponsored
by the Edna McConnell Clark Foundation, the University of North Carolina,
the U.S. Agency for International Development and PAHO. Particlpants were
from 13 countries and after three days of diacussion there was general
agreement that research vL ARI should be mainly epidemiological and
evaluative at this atage with attention being given to the development of
rapid diagnostic methods.

The Committee acknowledged the active and important role of PAHO
in stimulating interest in and developing a research thrust in the subject
of (ARI) with particular reference to the informative and up-to-date
document entitled "Acute Respiratory Infectionas n Children" (PAHO, 1983).
As a result, research activities In AlUI and related areas have been under-
taken by USAID and the National Research Council of the USA, and small
research granta are available for regional cooperdtive projectA in the
field. It vas recognized that the major health problems posed by ARKI in
children could not be solved overnight. lmprovement of living conditiona
vill reduce the morbidity and mortality from ARI in children, as has been
demonstrated in Costa ltca. ilowever, two areas deserving of intense
research vere noted. The development of a bett r vaccine for pertussis,
free of the signlficant side effects of present vaccines which has led to
a dramatic reduction in the use of the vaccine and the reappearance of
whooping cough as a pediatric health problea as in the USA. Secondly,
the severo effects of measles in certain arcas where child malnutrition
vas co.on, contínued despite the development of an efficacious measles
vaccine'. The well-known problem of aintalining a cold chaln in territo-
ries where the vaccine ls most useful vas still not solved. However, the
developoent of a nebuliser to administer vaccine is promising and prell-
ainary results that shov good antibody response even in infants with cir-
culating/m'aternal'antibodies may signal a major advance in immunization.

.I ka discusiaon'on the role of environmental and social factors,
such as MaternalJiimoking and breast-feeding and living conditions on the
occurrence'" and severity of ARI 'ln infants, it vas noted that although
there wae' evidence for such an assoclation, more data were required to
define what is a' complex situation. Other areas that merit investigation
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were the later effects or antecedent lung infection on lung function the
association between allergy and respiratory infections and the factors
predisposing to the development of complications such as otitlis media
following ARI.

The Committee concluded that:

(a) Further work vas necessary to understand the complex
relationship ot biologic and social environmental
factors in the occurrence and severity of ARI, and to
determine the long-term effects, if any, on antecedent
ARI in infancy and childhood.

(b) There was already a gredt deal of information on ARKI
and it was mwportant to make this information widely
available to providers of care, especially at the
primary level.

(c) A strategic plan should be developed to determine what
actions should be taken to reduce the high mortality
associated with ARI in the Region and to identify what
areas of specific research should be pursued to this
end.

6. Mental health

Dr. David Hamburg introduced the topic and reported on the work
of the Scientific Planning Group on the Expanded Program of Research and
Training on Biobehaviordl Sciences and Mental Health. This Group had met
twice, the last time in Geneva 28-30 June 198k. It had made reporte to
the Clobal ACMR which had accepted the need for research efforta in the
field of health and behavior. The group had agreed that it was necessary
to study ln developing countries the extent to which llíness was
attributable to psychosocial factore and also that the priority should be

given to epidemiologlical research in this field. Research was hampered
by the, lack of a ,research infrastructure including the kinds of
institutions which could undertake the research.

T. e .e priority for action was strengthening research capacity and
it,.wvas agreed that;,. emphasis should be placed on research in three
important areas, i.e. adaptation to rapid sociotechnical change, alcohol
probles.and- research on.preventive interventiona in adolescence and the
psychosocial aspects of primary health care with special reference to the
technologyof promotion of child and family healch., The plan was to. hold
workshop on,..these three topics in the various regions and.,la the Region
of .the. Amerícas a. workshop will be held on the behavioral. aspects of

�·�.....�).Y-- -Y.·--L*- ^-1 ·_i ii -i U YiII i*L·�LIWr)LiX�YiCI Yi··pl�ilZdii --* ··V·Y. YI Ii�CL �·L��·L--L·-.-··. ·--. 1 -·�Y·-L^L· I<· Irl -LLIIII--I-^-·Ii --.--1��
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maternal and child health. Among the other activities planned vere the
preparation of a monograph on health and behavior in developing countries
and the promotion of a network of collaborating centers in this area.

Dr. Reon ConzIlez (PAHO) described the place of research in the
Regional Mental Realth Program. In the countries, the bulk of the
resources were usually allocated to services and very little to research
although there have been several resolutiona of the Governing Bodies
approvin.g the promotion of epidemiologlcal studies and research on the
psychosocial factora which affect health.

There are three components of the Region's bledium Term Program In
Mental Health (1984-1989). These are psychiatric asseistance and promo-
tion of mental health, alcohol and drug abuse, and psychosocial factors
related to health. Research has been promoted by PAIHO in all three of
these areas, and examples were given of the fieldas n which research
should be further developed. These included in addition to maternal and
child health, such areas as the chronic diseases, environmental health,
communicable diseases and fertility control.

There was general agreement that a body of research exlsted that
ahoved the effectiveness of public health measures to modify health
damaginí behavior and to promote health supporting behavior. Though these
studies vere done in the developed world uslng sophlsticated public health
education techniques, it appeared feasible to apply these principles to a
vide variety of situationa in the developing world where modífication of
behavior patterns at the individual and community level would be expected
to lead to beneficial effects. It was noted that there was relatively
little research being done in this fleld in the developing world.

It is in this context that the Scientific Planning Group of the
Expanded Prograa of Research and Training on Biobehavioral Sciences and
Mental Bealth concluded at their second meeting (Ceneva, June 1982) that
action ahould'beconcentrated on developing countries and on investigation
in the.e three:.priority areas mentioned above. Three workshops, in India
(1983),'::', Washlngton (August 1983) and Africa (1984),. were scheduled to
deliberate'o on'" these priority areas.

',ithe ':;Co "ittea noted with appreciation the decision to hold a
.workshopi.n "Wa'shington ln' August'1983, which vould focus on psycho-social
interventions"i','the field'of maternal and child health. It was observed

':that a 'better',iunderstandlng of these problema could be obtained through a
b'olistlcapproach. ;'!However, it may be necessary to carry out atudies on

.certain a..spect-of;:the problems in the firt l:instance and adopt a holistic
approac'';he'!;:'t:lcreditable method of synthesis of all relevant factora
was fortaulated.;':"The Comdittee'also noted the auggestion that the workshop

.;', . : i A.V. ' .,,. ,
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should not confine ltself to proposing research for new Inforzation, but
should consider methods whereby such information could be put to opera-
tional use in the field.

7. Environmental Health Research

Eng. Guillermo Dávila (PAHO) introduced the topic by giving an
overview of the PAHO Program of Envrionmental icalth Protection and the
role of the two Centers CEPIS and ECO. The work program of CEPIS had
been presented to the 2lst meetlng of the ACeR in 1982.

Dr. Jacobo Finkelman (PAtiO) presented the program of the Pan
American Center for Hluman Ecology and iealth (ECO). The Center waH
created in 197S and "cooperCtes with governtiments In the avoidance of
adverse effects on health which may result from environmental modifica-
tiona that accompany industrialization, urbanizatlon and economic develop-
ment." The work program ot ECO Is developed within the context of the
Plan of Action and as part of the program of the Regional Environmental
Health Program.

Thu presentation dealt mainly with the areas of research which are
needed in the field of ecology and health, some of which are within the
actívities being carried out by the Center. lie major programmatic area
requirlng research ls the assessment of health effects of environmental
intervention or modifications (environmental health assessment), and in
thls area the maln lines of research should deal with the health effects
of exposure to multiple contaminants, social effects of urbanization, and
alternative atrategles for the control of vector-borne diseases with
reference to use of pesticides. ,:.cause of the lack of the neceasary
human and technology resources, impact assessment research has not been
pursued vlgorously in the developing countries und when such studies are
done they are related to water resources utilization and little attention
Is paid to other development projects.

ECO has concentrated on the prevention and control of chemical
pollutlon and the prevention and control of the possible harmful effects
of development projects. These have to be studied In relation to the
importance 'of agroindustry and mlning in the development of the Latin
American 'countries. The strategies for the programming of the Center's
actlvities""have given importance to the following: the monitoring of
risks, epldemiological surveillance, application of anti-contaminating
measures a:nd appropriate medical treatment. ECO will promote research
lnvolving'i -:ocial, behavioral and economic issues as well as Joint
projects between health and agriculture. Research is also necessary on
the',develop.ent of integrated and biological methods of control.
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The Committee received the report on the Center and the discuslion
vas oainly concerned vith the vide range of activities proposed in viev
of the limited rerources apparently available. The presentation did not
give detailed information on the staff and the specific projects in vhich
they vere involved. The problemos of environmental health vere severe
everyvhere and vere often aggravated because there vas not often a clear
permanent location of institutional responsibility for the problem. Some
specific examples vere given of places with high prevalence of disease
due to environmental factors. In general, there was agreement that the
Center hAd embarked on a very ambitious work plan which had to be seen in
relatlion to research in environmental health in general. This kind of
research needed to be promoted actively and perhaps one step might be to
have a group of experts assist the PAliO progranm in developing a research
agenda which could be translated into specific programa and projects.

8. PAHO Research Policy

The document on PAHO Research Pollcy outlined the. background of
PAIO's involvement in research, the conceptual framework for the current
policy and the mechanisma for implementing such a policy.

The Constitution of WHO as vell as the components of the programs
of work provide a basis for research action. The major emphasis is to be
on the promotion of research and coordination of relevant scientific
activities. WtiO sees that the main approaches ahould be through building
research capability, promoting national health research policies, stimula-
ting specific research areas and disseminating information pertinent to
research.

A formal research program in PAIO began in 1961 with the esta-
blishment of an Office of Research Coordination ard the creation of the
Advisory Committee on Medical Research, and there are several resolutions
of the Governing Bodies related to research. The early policy statements
streased the role of PAlO in assisting countries to develop the necessary
research resources.

The current policy proposed for PAhO is based on the concept that
ther basic constitutional mission of the Organization ls to be served
through the management of knowledge in its widest sense. The Final Decla-
ration of':the Pan American Conference on !iealth Research Policies also
indicates sooe necessary policy directives for research.
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The current PAHO research policy can be stated thus:

" The rescarch policy of PAliO ls to promote the identifica-
tion of the gaps in knovledge vhich impede solution of
national health problems and to cooperate vith the
countries of the nAericas in carrying out in a coordinated
manner the research necessary to fill those gaps."

Thus the three main activities will be in the areas of promotion,
cooperation, and coordination.

The major responsibility for promoting research will lie in *he
technical programa which will work with nationals in developing research
activities. The Office of Research Coordination vill advise the Director
on research policiee and be responsible for the adminlatrative aspects of
the PAhO P.esearch Crante Program. The main instruments of cooperation In
research vwill be the Gr;its Program and the program for institutional
development. The Advisory Committee is the body which will keep the
policy under constant review. A description was given of the background
to the ACQR and the criteria on which the members are selected.

The Comaittee noted that for the first time the research policy
of PAHO, its historical background and evolution and how such policy was
being implemented had been concisely documented In the paper entitled
"PAliO Research Policy." The Committee expressed appreciation of the
document and the Chairman went on to amplify the philosophy and goala of
PAHO's research policy and traced the evolution of the application of the
policy to meet the changing demanda of the Region. It was generally felt
that the document did not address what appeared to many speakers as a
deterioration in the quantity and quality of medical research in Latin
America in general. It was felt that many factora, including economic,
social and political, contributed to this decLine, but the true role of
the contributing factors in each country vas unknovn. Discuasion also
centered on the relative emphasis to be placed on nondirected research
*nd on research almed on specific social and other goals. It vas noted
that PAHO's research policy was broad enough to include either type of
research.

In conclusion, there vas a general consensus that the current
state of medical research in Latin America was of concern to the Committee
and' this should be brought to: the urgent attention of the PARO Governing
Bodies; 'andt that'"the docuaent.-enftitled PAHO Research Policy' vas timely
and well-balanced and :ihould ,receive wide. circulation.

,; .,,' ., . ..:' i ,, , , ,
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9. Report to the Director-General from the Global Advisory Comnittee
on Medical Research

The Chairman conveyed the apologies from Dr. V. Ramalingasvami,
Chairman of the Global Advisory Coomlttee on Medical Research, for his
absence and presented the report.

10. Recommendations of the 21st Meeting

The majority of the discussion related tc, BIREHE. In the context
of the concern expressed over the current state of medical research in
Latín America, clarification was sought on the current status of BIREME.
The Director of PAHO stated that a critical situation existed as regards
BIREME. There were limited finances available to enable BIREME to carry
out the greatly reduced functions it now performs. PAHO was discuasing
with UNDP and IDB waya and means to secure a better financial basis for
BLREME; however, it may become necessary to find an alternative system to
provide the regional services which BIREME was intended to perform.

The Committee suggested that the format for reporting on action
taken vwith respect to recommendatione from the ACMR should be revised to
reflect more comprehensively the specific activities undertaken.
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EXECUTIVE SESSION

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE TWENTY-SECOND MEETING OF THE PYAO/ACMR

Based on the reporta received and its review of these lssues, the
ACiR made the following recommendatione:

1. Health Services Research

The Committee recommended:

(a) That PA!iO collect and organize the available information
on health services research so that a concise and
comprehonslve document mny be written which introduces
the concept of thi discipline os such and produces
general guuluineo on how the research should be
conducteod nd, where appropriate, defines and suggests
uniftorm criteria for such matter aos coverage, unit
costa, the demarcation of luvelo of care, etc.

(b) That PAl0I support reuearch on the role ou druga in
health cervices, and particularly on their use,
distribution and socioeconomlc impact. A subcommittee
should be created or a specialized Interdisciplinary
meeting held to indicate the best and most urgently
needed policies for research in thil field.

2. Research Management

The Committee recormended:

That the Organization sponsor the conduct, as needed,
of courses specially designed for the training of
professional staff employed in the management of health
research programc and Institutiona. These courses must
cover both the general aspects of administration and
activities pertaining to acience and technology in the
health fild. The Organization can Join vwith a Latin
American institution of established competence to offer
these courses from time to time, and should allocate a
fev fellowships for the training of personnel vith
responasibilities in this arca.
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These courses must not replace short seminara which are
held for various purposes including the search for a
common language between administratora and scientists
in order to establish points of common ground ln the
managerial and administrative functiona of the two
groups.

3. WHO Collaborating Centers

After discussing the document "WHiO Collaborating Centere in the
Americas", the Committee felt that it was important that the Organization
not only continue ita policy of designating WltO Collaborating Centers,
but that this program be expanded or strengthened so that those Centers
would, as one of their principal purposes, increasingly promote and
atrengthen research in the different countries.

The Committee recommetuded:

(a) That the policies and procedures for the establishment
of Collaborating Centers be reviewed once again to see
whether the number of these Centera in Latín America
can be increased, particularly in the areas in which
there are not enough of them or more are needed.

(b) That Centera which have not fully accomplished their
purpose, be eliminated from the program and that the
possibility be explored of designating further centers
for shorter periods (2 yeara) at the end of which time
their scientific record would be reviewed to determine
whether they should be continued.

(c) That research groups interested it. developing the
Organization's research policies be identified.

(d) That an effort be made, in consultation with national
bodies.(science and technology councils, universities,
institutes, etc.), to identify research groups and
centers that could be selected in new areas related to
health, such as biotechnology, molecular biology,
immunology, the social aciences, etc.

(e) That an effort be made to set up truly operational
networks for active collaboration among Collaborating

.Centera, whether existing or new, in related or comple-
' 'entary areas.

(f)' That' 9ualty be encouraged rather than quantity.
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(g) That there be flexibility in applying the requirements
for the accreditation of Centers vhen they have interest
in the priority research policies.

(h) That financial support be given to Centera whose
activities further research policles of interest to the
Organization.

4. Migration and Health

In certain areas, for example the refugee camp in Chiapas,
México, there are important specific health problema produced by
migration. The risk of sylvatic yellow fever in laborers migratlng into
enzootic focí should also be co;lIdered. Such risk existe for example in
the Derien area y Colombia and Panamá where there ls some evidence of
recent viral activity. Even though the relation between migration and
sylvatic yellow fever ib known, it is necessary to continue ecological
etudies on yellow fever to obtain more complete information on its
epidemiological behavior.

On this subject the Committee recommended:

(a) That PAHO continue its research along the line indicated
in the presentations made to the Committee.

(b) That PAIIO support multidisciplinary research on the
problem of migration and health in the refugee campa of
Chiapas, Mexico.

(c) That PAltO promote epidemiological studies on aylvatic
yellow fever with special reference to the Darien
Region.

(d) That the Pan American Region of WHO collaborate with
other regiona of WHO in research on the health problems
of migrants. Such collaborative endeavor should make
it possible to develop action-oriented programa of
research which, if carefully planned, could attain the
level of at least quasi-experiments.

5. Acute Respiratory Infectione

The 'Committee recommended that:

(a) PAAHO should continue ite activities in promoting
research and control measures for acute respiratory
infections in children.
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(b) PAtiO should accept the genertous offer of the Governaent
of nexico to translate lnto Spanish the document of
"Acute Respiratory Infections in Children", RD-21/3.

6. Nental Health

The Committee recoamended:

(a) That PAlHO continue its efforts in this fleld and ensure
that sufflcient acention was paid to research on the
behavior of the adolescent mother.

(b) 'That research on the behavior of the family group
during the perinatal period be promoted in accordance
with the topica to be discussed In the workshop to be
held at PAlO from 29 August to 2 September 1983.

7. Environmental Health

The Committee ls aware of the complexity of the tasks assigned to
the Pan American Center for Human Ecology and Health (ECO) and of the
importance of its work in the health field. The Committee also under-
stands that ECO ia in the formative stage and its resources are limited.

The Committee aleo considered, in connectlion with the safe appli-
cation of pesticides and fertílizers, that ecologically-minded and
properly trained people are acarce. There ls also a need for research on
the control of vector-borne diseases, and a lack of entomologists with a
medical orientation.

The Committee recommended:

(a) That a atudy be made, through an apprcpriate mechanism,
of the research problemas n environmental health as the
basis for a;review of the present situation and for the

:. determination'. of priority fields of action and an
operating strategy.

(b) That PAliO give support to programa for the training of
specialized manpower and research in environmental
sanitation, particularly in pest and vector control
(medical entomology) at the technical, and particularly

; at the profeslional level, vith a medical orientation.

' ',!

:.,'/,.i' ' '. . .k , ,, :.
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8. PAHO Research Policy

The Comaittee recomaended:

That the item "PAiO Research Policies' be kept permanently
on the agenda and that at its next meeting there should be
a discussion on the document "Research Policies in Health"
which represented the proceedings of the Pan American
Conference on Health Research Policies.

9. Health Research Information

The medical research done in most Latin American countries and
manpower training In the health aciences are forced to continue with
increasingly unfavorable working conditiona.

Unless this tendency 18 reversed, there is a serious risk of a
decline in the quallty and quantity of this research and in the training
and competence of the personnel responsible for the he,¡lth of the
population.

The following are examples of some of the many adverse factors:

(a) nle increasing difficulty of access to literature,
slnce the medical libraries in most Latin American
countries are receiving progresasively fewer journala
and books from the scientifically developed countries.

(b) The increasing difficulty of replacing the expendable
materiala needed for work asnd the near impossibillity of
acquiring new instruments and equipment.

(c) The steady loss of real value of remunerations resulting
from failure to increase them sufficiently to offset
erosion by inflation. The usual consequence ls that
researchers of proven value apenu more and more time on
other employment to make enough money to survive, to
the detriment of their scientific work. Moreover, it
becomes more difficult to recruit young people with a
real vocation for and demonstrated ability in medical
research.

(d) A lack of security in medical research posts.
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The Committee recomnended:

(·) That a· tudy be made to determine the degree to vhich

the foregoing adverse factors and others are impairing

the course of nedical research and oanpover training in

health cilences in aost Latín Aherican countries.

(b) That the Governments of the Member Countries be

appraised of the Organization's concern and of the

advisability that they take appropriate measures to

prevent a continued worsening of conditiona that are

unfavorable to aedical research and to the training of

suitable professional staff in the health eciences.

The Neeting then ended.
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AGENDA AND LIST OF PARTICIPANTS

HEALTH SERVICES RESEARCH: Dr. Osuna
Dr. Guerrero
Dr. Rosenthal
Drs. Ruiz de Chaves and Narru

RESEARCH MANAGEMENT: J. Ortiz

WHO COLLABORATING CENTERS: Dr. Schmuñis
List of Centers

HEALTH AND MIGRATION: Dr. Rosenfield
Drs. Garcia and López Antuñano

ACUTE RESPIRATORY INFECTIONS: Dr. Denny
Dr. Luelmo
Report of North Carolína

Meeting

MENTAL HEALTH: Dr. Hamburg
Dr. Gonzalez

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH (ECO): Ing. Dávila/Dr. Finkelman

HEALTH RESEARCH POLICY: Dr. Alleyne
Health Reserach Policy Document

REPORT OF THE GLOBAL ACMR MEETING

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE 21ST PAHO/ACMIR MEETING


